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1
In this paper we are concerned with oscillation of solutions of linear
self-adjoint second order matrix differential equations of the form
XXP t Y q Q t Y s 0 1.1 .  .  . .
w .  .  .  .on a, ` , a g R, where Y t , P t , Q t are n = n real, continuous matrix
 .  .functions such that Q t is symmetric and P t is symmetric and positive
 .  .  .definite. A solution Y t of 1.1 is said to be nontrivial if det Y t / 0 for
w .  .  .at least one t g a, ` . A solution Y t of 1.1 is said to be prepared or
self-conjugate if
UX XUY t P t Y t s P t Y t Y t 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
w . Ufor t g a, ` . For any matrix A, the transpose of A is denoted by A . It is
 .  .easy to see that for a solution Y t of 1.1
UX XUY t P t Y t y P t Y t Y t s a constant. .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
In most of the literature dealing with oscillation of matrix differential
equations, it is tacitly assumed that the constant in the above identity is a
 w x.zero matrix. However, Howard see 7, pp. 185, 188 explicitly assumed the
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 .  .  .condition 1.2 . A nontrivial prepared solution Y t of 1.1 is said to be
oscillatory if for every t G a it is possible to find a t G t , such that0 1 0
 .  .  w x.det Y t s 0; otherwise, Y t is called nonoscillatory see 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 .1
 .Equation 1.1 is said to be oscillatory if every nontrivial prepared solution
 .of the equation is oscillatory. The oscillation of Eq. 1.1 is defined through
 w x.  .its nontrivial prepared solutions because it is possible see 8 that 1.1
 .admits a nontrivial nonprepared nonoscillatory solution. If P t s I, the
 .identity matrix, then 1.1 takes the form
Y Y q Q t Y s 0. 1.3 .  .
 .  .Oscillation of Eq. 1.1 must be studied separately from Eq. 1.3 since,
unlike the scalar case, there is no oscillation-preserving transformation of
the independent variable that allows the passage between the two forms.
 .The second order system associated with 1.1 is given by
XXP t y q Q t y s 0, t G a. 1.4 .  .  . .
 .  .  .If Y t is a solution of 1.1 , then its columns are solutions of 1.4 . The
w .points t , t g a, ` , t / t , are said to be mutually conjugate relative to0 1 0 1
 .  .  .  .1.4 if there exists a nontrivial solution y t of 1.4 such that y t s 00
 .  .and y t s 0. Equation 1.4 is said to be disconjugate on an interval1
w .  .J ; a, ` if every nontrivial solution of 1.4 vanishes at most once in J,
that is, no pair of distinct points in J are mutually conjugate relative to
 .1.4 . It is said to be oscillatory if for every t ) a there exists a t ) t0 1 0
 . w xsuch that 1.4 is not disconjugate on t , t . If n s 1, then from this0 1
 .definition it follows that an oscillatory equation 1.4 possesses a solution
whose zeros are unbounded by Sturm's separation theorem. The equiva-
 .  . w xlence of oscillation of 1.4 and 1.1 has been established in 10, p. 71 .
 .Moreover, for n s 1, the oscillation of a solution of 1.1 reduces to the
usual oscillation of a continuous function. We may recall that a real valued
w .continuous function u on a, ` is said to be oscillatory if for every t ) a0
 .there exists a t ) t such that u t s 0. In other words, u is oscillatory if1 0 1
w .its zeros in a, ` are unbounded.
 .We may note that 1.4 may be written as a system of 2n equations
wX q A t w s 0, 1.5 .  .
 .where w is a 2n-vector and A t is a 2n = 2n matrix. The jth column,
 .1 F j F n, of the matrix equation 1.1 can be written as an equation of the
 .  .type 1.5 . Its fundamental matrix C t , 1 F j F n, is a solution ofj
ZX q A t Z s 0. .
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 .We may note that this is the matrix equation associated with 1.5 . It seems
 .  .  .that a solution Y t of 1.1 is not related to C t .j
The motivation for the present work has come chiefly from a recent
w xpaper due to Butler et al. 2 . One of their results is stated as follows:
THEOREM 1. Suppose that
1 T t
lim inf tr Q s ds dt ) y`, .H H /TTª` a a
 .  .  .where trace of the matrix A t at time t is denoted by tr A t . Then Eq. 1.3 is
oscillatory if one of the following conditions holds:
 . T  t  . .A lim sup 1rTH l H Q s ds dt s q`1 T ª` a 1 a
 . T w  t  . .x2A lim sup 1rTH l H Q s ds dt s q`2 T ª` a 1 a
 .  .A lim approx sup l T s q`3 T ª` 1
 .  .A lim approx inf l T s y`,4 T ª` 1
 .  T  . . T  .where l T s l H Q s ds is the first eigen¨alue of the matrix H Q s ds1 1 a a
 .  .see the ordering below at time T. We may note that l T is a scalar1
function.
 .For any n = n real symmetric matrices A, B, C, the eigenvalues l Ak
 .  .  .of A, 1 F k F n, may be arranged as l A G l A G ??? G l A . We1 2 n
write A G B to mean that A y B G 0, that is, A y B is positive semi-defi-
nite and A ) B to mean that A y B ) 0, that is, A y B is positive
definite. We will use some properties of this ordering, viz., A G B implies
that CAC G CBC and A G B and B G 0 imply that A G 0. If S is the real
linear space of all real symmetric n = n matrices, then tr : S ª R is a
 .2  2 .linear functional and tr A F n tr A for every A g S. Further, A G B
implies that tr A G tr B for all A, B g S. As usual
n n




tr Q s ds s tr Q s ds. .  .H H
a a
w xWe introduce the following concept from 9 . For any subset E of the real
 . w .line R, m E denotes the Lebesgue measure of E. If f : a, ` ª R is
 .continuous and if l, m satisfy y` F l, m F `, then lim approx inf f tt ª`
 w .  . 4 s l if and only if m t g a, ` : f t F l - q` for all l - l and m t g1 1
w .  . 4  .a, ` : f t F l s q` for all l ) l. Similarly, lim approx sup f t s m2 2 t ª`
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 w .  . 4 if and only if m t g a, ` : f t G m s q` for all m - m and m t g1 1
w .  . 4  .a, ` : f t G m - q` for all m ) m. We define lim approx f t s2 2 t ª`
l in case
lim approx sup f t s lim approx inf f t s l. .  .
tª` tª`
We may note that these concepts are different from the concepts
 .  .  .  .of lim inf f t and lim sup f t . Indeed, if f t s t sin t, t g 0, ` ,t ª` t ª`
 .  .then lim inf f t s y` and lim sup f t s q`. However, lim ap-t ª` t ª`
 .   .  . 4   .prox sup f t / q` since m t g 0, ` : f t G 2 t s m t g 0, ` : sin tt ª`
4G 2 s 0. In general,
lim inf F t F lim approx inf F t F lim approx sup F t .  .  .
tª` tª` tª`
F lim sup F t . .
tª`
In this paper, the following result has been established:
y1 .THEOREM 2. Assume that P t G I for t G a, and
1 T t
lim inf tr Q s ds dt ) y`. .H H /TTª` a a
If one of the conditions
 . T  t  . .C lim sup 1rTH tr H Q s ds dt s q`1 T ª` a a
 . T w t  . x2C lim sup 1rTH trH Q s ds dt s q`2 T ª` a a
 . w T  . xC lim approx sup trH Q s ds s q`3 T ª` a
 . w T  . xC lim approx inf trH Q s ds s y`4 T ª` a
 .holds, then 1.1 is oscillatory.
 .  .   ..Let A t be a real symmetric matrix. If A t G 0, then l A t G 0,i
  ..  .   ..1 F i F n, and hence l A t F tr A t . If l A t F 0, 1 F i F n, then1 i
 .   ..   ..  .tr A t F l A t . Otherwise, l A t and tr A t are not comparable.1 1
 .Further, A t G 0, implies that
2n n
2 2 2tr A t s l A t G l A t G l A t . .  .  .  . .  .  .  . i i 1 /
is1 is1
 .   ..2If all the eigenvalues of A t are non-positive, then also tr A t G
2  ..   ..2 2  ..l A t . Otherwise, tr A t and l A t are not comparable. From1 1
 .  .these observations it is clear that the conditions A ] A of Theorem 11 4
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 .  .are not in general comparable with the conditions C ] C of Theorem1 4
 .2. Moreover, we are discussing oscillation of 1.1 which is more general
 .than 1.3 .
2
In this section the proof of Theorem 2 is given. We need the following
lemmas.
T  t  . .LEMMA 3. lim inf 1rTH trH Q s ds dt ) y`, if and only ifT ª` a a
1 T t
lim inf tr Q s ds dt ) y` .H H /TTª` t t0 0
and
1 T t
lim sup tr Q s ds dt s q` .H H /T a aTª`
if and only if
1 T t
lim sup tr Q s ds dt s q` .H H /T t tTª` 0 0
for e¨ery t G a.0
The proof is straightforward and hence is omitted.
 .  .If Y t is a nontrivial, prepared, nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 , then
 .  .there exists a t G a such that det Y t / 0 for t G t . Setting R t s0 0
 . X . y1 .  .yP t Y t Y t for t G t , we see that R t satisfies the matrix Riccati0
equation
RX t s Q t q R t Py1 t R t 2.1 .  .  .  .  .  .
for t G t . Indeed0
XX X y1R t s y P t Y t Y t .  .  .  . .
XXX Xy1 y1s y P t Y t Y t y P t Y t Y t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
s Q t Y t Yy1 t q P t Y X t Yy1 t Y X t Yy1 t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s Q t q P t Py1 t R t Py1 t R t .  .  .  .  .  .
s Q t q R t Py1 t R t . .  .  .  .
U  .  .  .Further, R t s R t due to 1.2 .
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y1 . w .LEMMA 4. Let P t G I for t g a, ` . Then
T y10 - lim tr R s P s R s ds - q` for t G t 2.2 .  .  .  . .H 0
Tª` t
if and only if
1 T t
lim inf tr Q s ds dt ) y`. 2.3 .  .H H /TTª` a a
y1 . 2 .  w x.Proof. Since P t G I and R t ) 0 see 6, p. 304 , then
 . y1 .  .   . y1 .  ..  w x.R t P t R t G 0 and hence tr R t P t R t G 0 see 6, p. 304 .
 .Suppose that 2.2 holds. Thus
`
y1tr R s P s R s ds - q`. 2.4 .  .  .  . .H
t0
 .Integrating 2.1 from t to t, we obtain0
t t y1tr R t s tr R t q tr Q s ds q tr R s P s R s ds, 2.5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H0
t t0 0
that is,




y1L s ytr R t y tr R s P s R s ds. .  .  .  . .H0
t0
y1 .  .Since P t G I, then from 2.4 it follows that
1 1T T2 y1lim tr R s ds F lim tr R s P s R s ds s 0, .  .  .  . .H HT TTª` Tª`t t0 0
that is,
1 T 2lim tr R s ds s 0 .HTTª` t0
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  ..2 2 .since tr R t F n tr R t , then
1 T 2lim tr R t dt s 0. 2.7 .  . .HTTª` t0
Setting
`
y1M t s tr R s P s R s ds, .  .  .  . .H
t
 .  .  .we observe that M t is positive continuous and, by 2.2 , M t - ` for
t G t . For every e ) 0 it is possible to find a t ) t such that for t G t0 1 0 1
`
y10 - tr R s P s R s ds - e .  .  . .H
t
 .due to 2.4 . Hence
2
`1 T y1tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  . .H H /T t t0
2
`1 t1 y1s tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  . .H H /T t t0
2
`1 T y1q tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  . .H H /T t t1
1 e 2t1 2F M t dt q T y t . .  .H 1T Tt0
Thus
2
`1 T y1 2lim tr R s P s R s ds dt F e . .  .  . .H H /TTª` t t0
Since e is arbitrary, then
2
`1 T y1lim tr R s P s R s ds dt s 0. 2.8 .  .  .  . .H H /TTª` t t0
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 .  .From 2.7 and 2.8 we have
2`1 T y1lim tr R t q tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  .  . .H HTTª` t t0
1 T 2F 2 lim tr R t dt . .HTTª` t0
2
`1 T y1q 2 lim tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  . .H H /TTª` t t0
s 0.
 .Thus from 2.6 it follows that
21 T t
lim tr Q s ds y L dt s 0. 2.9 .  .H HTTª` t t0 0
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
1 T t
tr Q s ds y L dt .H H /T t t0 0
1r22 1r21 T y tT t 0F tr Q s ds y L dt = . .H H /T Tt t0 0
 .Hence, by 2.9 ,
1 T t
lim tr Q s ds y L dt s 0, .H H /TTª` t t0 0
that is,
1 T t
lim tr Q s ds dt s L ) y`. .H H /TTª` t t0 0
 .Thus 2.3 holds by Lemma 3.
 .Conversely, suppose that 2.3 holds. Hence by Lemma 3,
1 T t
lim inf tr Q s ds dt ) y`. .H H /TTª` t t0 0
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Thus there exists M ) 0 such that, for large T ,1
1 T t
tr Q s ds dt ) yM . .H H 1 /T t t0 0
 .From 2.5 it follows that, for large T ,
1 T t y1tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  .H H /T t t0 0
1 tT 0s tr R t dt y 1 y tr R t .  . .H 0 /T Tt0
1 t t
y tr Q s ds dt .H H /T t t0 0
1 tT 0
- tr R t dt q M y 1 y tr R t . 2.10 .  .  . .H 1 0 /T Tt0
  . y1 .  ..Since tr R t P t R t G 0 for t G t , then0
t y1lim tr R s P s R s ds s m , .  .  . .H
tª` t0
where 0 - m F `. If possible, let m s `. Hence
1 T t y1lim tr R s P s R s ds dt s q`. .  .  . .H H /TTª` t t0 0
 .Then 2.10 yields
1 T
lim tr R t dt s `. . .HTTª` t0
Thus, for large T ,
1 tT 0
tr R t dt ) M y 1 y tr R t . .  . .H 1 0 /T Tt0
 .Consequently, from 2.10 , we obtain for large T ,
1 2T t Ty1tr R s P s R s ds dt - tr R t dt. 2.11 .  .  .  .  . .H H H /T Tt t t0 0 0
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An application of the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality yields
1r2 1r21 1 T y tT T 02tr R t dt F tr R t dt = .  . .  .H HT T Tt t0 0
1r2n T 2F tr R t dt . .HT t0
1r2n T y1F tr R t P t R t dt . .  .  . .HT t0
 .Hence from 2.11 it follows that
21 T t y1tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  .H H /T t t0 0
4n T y1- tr R t P t R t dt 2.12 .  .  .  . .HT t0
for large T , say, for T G T . Setting, for T G T ,1 1
T t y1H T s tr R s P s R s ds dt ) 0, .  .  .  . .H H /t t0 0
we obtain
TX y1H T s tr R s P s R s ds. .  .  .  . .H
t0
 . 2 . X .Thus 2.12 yields H T - 4nT H T for T G T . Integrating this in-1
equality from T to T , we get1
1 1
w xlog T y log T - .14n H T .1
A contradiction is obtained as T ª `. Hence 0 - m - `. Consequently,
 .we have 2.2 . Thus the lemma is proved.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2. Let Y t be a nontrivial prepared solution of 1.1 .
 .If possible, let Y t be nonoscillatory. Hence there exists a t G a such that0
 .  .det Y t / 0 for t G t . From Lemma 4, it follows that 2.2 holds, where0
 .  . X . y1 .R t s yP t Y t Y t , t G t .0
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 . y1 . 2 .Suppose that C holds. Since P t G I and R t G 0, then1
  . y1 .  ..  .tr R t P t R t G 0. From 2.5 we obtain
t
tr R t y tr R t G tr Q s ds. .  .  .H0
t0
Thus
1 T y t 1T T t0
tr R t dt y tr R t G tr Q s ds dt. 2.13 .  .  .  . .H H H0 /  /T T Tt t t0 0 0
From Lemma 3 it follows that
1 T t
lim sup tr Q s ds dt s q`. .H H /T t tTª` 0 0
 :Hence there exists a sequence T such that T ª q` andm m
1 T tm tr Q s ds dt ª q` .H H /T t tm 0 0
 .as m ª `. Thus 2.13 yields
1 Tmlim tr R t dt s q`. 2.14 .  . .HTmª` tm 0
By the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality
1r2 1r21 1 T y tT T m 02m mtr R t dt F tr R t dt = .  . .  .H HT T Tt tm m m0 0
1r2n Tm 2F tr R t dt . .HT tm 0
1r2n Tm y1F tr R t P t R t dt . .  .  . .HT tm 0
 .Using 2.14 we obtain
1 Tm y1lim tr R t P t R t dt s q` .  .  . .HTmª` tm 0
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which in turn implies that
Tm y1lim tr R t P t R t dt s q`. .  .  . .H
mª` t0
 .On the other hand, 2.2 implies that
Tm y1lim tr R t P t R t dt - q`. .  .  . .H
mª` t0
 .This contradiction completes the proof of the part under assumption C1
of the theorem.
 .  .Let C be true. From 2.6 we have2
2 2`t y1tr Q s ds s tr R t q tr R s P s R s ds q L .  .  .  .  . .H H /t t0
2
`2 y1F 4 tr R t q tr R s P s R s ds .  .  .  . .  .H /t
q 2 L2 .
Thus
21 1T t T 2tr Q s ds dt F 4 tr R t dt .  . .H H H /T Tt t t0 0 0
2
`1 T y1q tr R s P s R s ds dt .  .  . .H H /T t t0
T y t02q 2 L . 2.15 . /T
 .Clearly, 2.2 yields
2
`1 T y1lim tr R s P s R s ds dt s 0. .  .  . .H H /TTª` t t0
Further,
1 n nT T T2 2 y1tr R t dt F tr R t dt F tr R t P t R t dt .  .  .  .  . .  .H H HT T Tt t t0 0 0
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 .and 2.2 imply that
1 T 2lim tr R t dt s 0. . .HTTª` t0
 .Hence we obtain from 2.15 that
21 T t
lim sup tr Q s ds dt - q`. .H H /T t tTª` 0 0
 .However, proceeding as in Lemma 3, one may get from C that2
21 T t
lim sup tr Q s ds dt s q`. .H H /T t tTª` 0 0
 .This contradiction completes the proof of the part under assumption C2
of the theorem.
 .  .Let us assume C . Since 2.2 holds, then3
`
y1tr R t P t R t dt - q`. 2.16 .  .  .  . .H
t0
 .From C it follows that3
T
lim approx sup tr Q s ds s q`. .H
tTª` 0
Thus, for every real l,
t
m t g t , ` : tr Q s ds G l s q`. 2.17.  .  .H0 5
t0
 .We may write 2.5 in the form, for t G t ,0
t t y1tr R t s tr Q s ds q tr R t q tr R s P s R s ds. .  .  .  .  .  . .H H0
t t0 0
 .Hence, for any real k, we obtain, in view of 2.16 , that
t g t , ` : tr R t G k 4.  .0
t
s t g t , ` : tr Q s ds ) k y tr R t.  .  .H0 0
t0
`
y1y tr R s P s R s ds . .  .  . .H 5
t0
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 .Consequently, from 2.17 it follows that
m t g t , ` : tr R t G k s q` 4.  .0
 .for any real k. In particular, m E s q`, wherek
E s t g t , ` : tr R t G k ) 0 . 4.  .k 0
Thus
2 2tr R t dt G k m E s q`. .  . .H k
Ek
On the other hand,
2 2 y1tr R t dt F n tr R t dt F n tr R t P t R t dt .  .  .  .  . .  .H H H
E E Ek k k
`
y1F n tr R t P t R t dt - q` .  .  . .H
t0
 .  .due to 2.16 . Hence the proof of the part under assumption C of the3
theorem is complete.
 .  .Suppose that C holds. Since 2.2 is true, then for every e ) 0 there4
exists a T ) t such that t G T implies that0 0 0
`
y1tr R s P s R s ds - e . 2.18 .  .  .  . .H
t
 .The assumption C yields4
T
lim aprox inf tr Q s ds s y`. .H /TTª` 0
Hence, for every real l,
t
m t g T , ` : tr Q s ds F l s q`. 2.19.  .  .H0 5
T0
 .  .For any real k, we have, in view of 2.6 and 2.18 ,
t g T , ` : tr R t F k 4.  .0
t
s t g T , ` : tr Q s ds F k q L.  .H0
t0
`
y1q tr R s P s R s ds .  .  . .H 5
t
t T0s t g T , ` : tr Q s ds F k q L q e y tr Q s ds ..  .  .H H0 5
T t0 0
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 .Thus 2.19 implies that
m t g T , ` : tr R t F k s q` 2.20 4.  .  .0
for every real k. If
E s t g T , ` : tr R t F k - 0 , 4.  .k 0
 .then m E s q` andk
2 2tr R t dt G k m E s q`. .  . .H k
Ek
However,
2 y1tr R t dt F n tr R t P t R t dt .  .  .  . .  .H H
E Ek k
`
y1F n tr R t P t R t dt .  .  . .H
T0
- q`
 .due to 2.2 . This contradiction completes the proof of the part under
 .assumption C of the theorem.4
EXAMPLE 1. If
22 1 q sin t q 4 t cos t y t sin t 0 .Q t s , .
0 0
t  .  . 2then tr H Q s ds s 2 t 1 q sin t q t cos t y 2p . Thusp r2
p 2T t 2tr Q s ds dt s T 1 q sin T y 2p T q .  .H H / 2pr2 pr2
G y2p T .
Consequently,
1 T t
lim inf tr Q s ds dt G y2p ) y` .H H /TTª` pr2 pr2
and
1 T t




P t s , . 22 yt 1 q tt q 2
 .  .then P t is real symmetric continuous with P t ) 0 and
2t q 1 ty1P t s .
t 2
and hence
2t ty1P t y I s G 0. .
t 1
 .Thus from Theorem 2 C it follows that the equation1
XXP t Y q Q t Y s 0 .  . .
is oscillatory.
w x We need the following theorem due to Hartman 5 see also Coles and
w x.Kinyon 3 :
THEOREM 5. If
s1 t
lim inf q u du ds ) y` .H H /ttª` 0 0
and
s1 t
lim q u du ds .H H /ttª` 0 0
does not exist, then the equation
yY q q t y s 0 2.21 .  .
is oscillatory.
 .We may recall that 2.21 is oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory
 .  .  :and a solution y t of 2.21 is oscillatory if there exists a sequence tm
 .such that t ª ` as m ª ` and y t s 0.m m
EXAMPLE 2. Clearly,
s1 t
lim inf q u du ds s y2p ) y` .H H /ttª` pr2 pr2
and
s1 t
lim sup q u du ds s q`, .H H /t pr2 pr2tª`
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 .  . 2for q t s 2 1 q sin t q 4 t cos t y t sin t. Thus from Theorem 5 it fol-
 .  .  .lows that 2.21 is oscillatory. Let y t be an oscillatory solution of 2.21 .
Setting, for t G pr2,
y t 0 .Y t s , .
0 a
 .where a is a nonzero constant. We notice that Y t is a nontrivial prepared
oscillatory solution of the equation
Y Y q Q t Y s 0, 2.22 .  .
 .where Q t is the same as in Example 1. Since the conditions of Theorem
 .  .2 C are satisfied, then Eq. 2.22 is oscillatory.1
y1 .THEOREM 6. If P t G I, for t G a,
1 T t
lim inf tr Q s ds dt s y` 2.23 .  .H H /TTª` a a
and
T
lim approx sup tr Q t dt s m ) y`, .H
aTª`
 .then 1.1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. Let Y t be a nontrivial prepared solution of 1.1 . If possible,
 .  .let Y t be nonoscillatory. Hence there exists a t G a such that det Y t /0
 .  . X . y1 .  .0 for t G t . Setting R t s yP t Y t Y t for t G t , we obtain 2.5 .0 0
 .From 2.23 and Lemma 4 it follows that
`
y1tr R t P t R t dt s q`. 2.24 .  .  .  . .H
t0
For e ) 0, the given condition yields
t
m t g t , ` : tr Q s ds G m y e s q`..  .H0 5
t0
 .Thus using 2.5 we get
t y1m t g t , ` : tr R s P s R s ds.  .  .  .H0
t0
F tr R t y tr R t y m q e s q`. .  .0 5
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Consequently, for large t,
t y1tr R s P s R s ds F tr R t y tr R t y m q e . .  .  .  .  .H 0
t0
 .  .Hence, in view of 2.24 , lim tr R t s `. We may choose T ) t sucht ª` 0 0
 .  .that tr R t ) e y tr R t y m for t G T . Then0 0
t y1m t g T , ` : tr R s P s R s ds F 2 tr R t s q`..  .  .  .  .H0 5
t0
t y1 w .  .  .  .  .4  .Let E s t g T , ` : tr R s P s R s ds F 2 tr R t . Hence m EH0
t0
s q`. Setting, for t G T ,0
t y1h t s tr R s P s R s ds ) 0 .  .  .  . .H
t0
X .   . y1 .  ..we get h t s tr R t P t R t G 0. For t g E,
2
t 2y1tr R s P s R s ds F 4 tr R t .  .  .  . .H /t0
F 4n tr R2 t .
F 4n tr R t Py1 t R t .  .  . .
2 . X .implies that h t F 4nh t . Integrating over E, we obtain
1 hX t hX t 1 .  .T
m E F dt - lim dt - - `, . H H2 24n h Th t h tTª`  . .  .E T 00
 .a contradiction, since m E s q`. Thus the theorem is proved.
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